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Abstract 
Matroids of rank n are studied in which each element has a real-valued cost and one of d > 1 
colors. The problem of finding a minimum cost base in the matroid subject to linear inequality 
constraints on colors is explored. The color constraints are shown to form a strict hierarchy 
based on increasingly stronger notions of convexity. The concept of a lattice of color vectors 
and associated minimum cost bases is introduced. The relationship of the cost of a base to those 
of its neighbors in the lattice is examined. It is shown that the solution to the constrained 
problem must occur at constraint boundaries, allowing earlier algorithms for a simpler version 
of the problem to be extended. Finally, it is shown that a given set of constraints can be located 
within the hierarchy in polynomial time. 
Keywords: Matroid intersection; Constrained optimization; Partition matroid; Convexity; 
Recognition problems 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following combinatorial optimization problem. You are given a con- 
nected graph with real edge costs. In addition to cost, each edge is assigned one of 
d possible colors, where d is a small constant, say 4 or 5. It is required to find 
a minimum cost spanning tree of the graph subject to a set of color constraints. 
A constraint might specify that there should be at least 10 green edges in the solution, 
or that there should be at most 12 red edges in the solution. Observe that an edge’s 
costs and colors are pre-assigned, and it is required to find a spanning tree that is of 
minimum cost over all those that satisfy every one of the color constraints. 
The problem just described is an example of a matroid intersection problem. 
A matroid M consists of a set E and the family of subsets of E that satisfy a certain 
property called independence. A base is a maximal independent subset. The reader 
unfamiliar with matroids should consult [6,9] or [7]. There are two matroids involved 
in our example. The first is a spanning tree matroid, in which independence means 
acyclicity. The second is a generalized partition matroid, in which independence means 
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satisfying the color constraints, and an additional constraint that specifies that the 
total number of elements equals n, where the order of the graph is n + 1. In a matroid 
intersection problem, we seek a subset hat is simultaneously a base in both matroids, 
and is of minimum cost over all such bases. Thus in our example, every spanning tree 
is a base in the first matroid, and any set of n edges that satisfies all the color 
constraints is a base in the second. We study combinatorial problems using the 
matroid framework since matroids underlie a wide variety of applications, including 
network design, scheduling, and assignment problems. 
In this paper we also consider constraints of the type “the total number of green 
edges and red edges should not exceed 15”. Such color constraints do not necessarily 
define a matroid. We show that color constraint sets form a strict hierarchy based on 
increasingly stronger notions of convexity, with matroidal constraints lying in the 
middle of the hierarchy. Thus the color constraints of the first paragraph can be 
shown to belong to a particular category of matroidal constraints called convex, 
whereas if we included constraints of the type described in the first sentence of this 
paragraph, the resulting constraint set may or may not be matroidal. 
A still simpler form of matroidal constraints is where the number of elements of 
each color is specified exactly by a vector of integers, rather than by inequalities. The 
color vectors define a lattice in d-dimensional space, with each lattice point corres- 
ponding to a vector. Each point is also associated with a base, namely the minimum 
cost base constrained by the vector corresponding to the point. The resulting matroid 
intersection problem has been studied by a number of authors. The d = 2 case is discussed 
in [4,5], and the case where d is a small constant greater than 2 is discussed in [2]. 
The version of the problem associated with generalized partition matroids, described 
in the second paragraph, has been studied in [l, 81, where polynomial time algorithms 
are presented for matroids in which independence can be tested in polynomial time. 
In this paper we extend the results of [2] that relate the cost of the solution for 
a particular color vector to the cost of solutions to neighboring color vectors. We then 
prove that the solution to the problem with more general constraints must occur at 
the constraint boundaries. This result allows us to extend the algorithms of [2] to 
more general forms of matroidal constraints, The resulting algorithms are superior to 
previous algorithms whenever d is a small constant. 
Suppose we are given a set of constraints, how do we know whether the constraints are 
matroidal? We address this question and show that the position of a set of constraints 
within the hierarchy described earlier can be determined in polynomial time. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define our notation, 
and introduce concepts that will facilitate subsequent discussion. In Section 3, we 
establish the hierarchy of constraint types. In Section 4 we extend the results of [2] 
that relate the cost of a base to the costs of its lattice neighbors. In Section 5, we show 
that the solution to the problem with certain types of matroidal constraints must 
occur at constraint boundaries. In Section 6, we use these results to extend the 
algorithm of [2] to the more general version of the problem. In Section 7, we show 
how to classify a given set of constraints with regard to type in polynomial time. 
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2. Definitions 
This section defines concepts and symbols used in the paper. Let E be a finite set 
andletE,,EZ,..., Ed be a partition of E into nonempty subsets. The indices 1, . . . , d are 
viewed as colors. For any set B G E, colors(B) is a vector whose jth component defines 
the number of j-colored elements in B. Throughout this paper, we focus on subsets of 
fixed size. 
A colors vector defines a point in d-dimensional space, and a set of vectors defines 
a lattice of points. All points (ur , u2, . . . . ud) in a lattice have the same L,-norm I:= 1 Uj 
since they represent fixed-size subsets. The distance between points (ur , u2, . . . , u,,) and 
(u1,u 2, . . . , od) is i x4= 1 1 Uj - UjJ. Two points at unit distance from each other are called 
neighbors. A path between points p1 and p2 is a sequence of points such that p1 is the 
first point in the sequence, p2 is the last point in the sequence, and each point in the 
sequence is a neighbor of its predecessor. The length of a path is one less than the 
number of points in its sequence. A shortest path between p1 and p2 is a path whose 
length equals the distance between p1 and p2. 
Definition. Let (min,,min2, . . ..minJ and (maxl,max2, . . ..maxd) represent he min- 
imum and maximum component values over all points in a lattice L. U(L), the 
univariate closure of L, consists of all points (u 1, u2, . . . , ud) such that minj < Uj < maxj, 
lfj<dandE!_ ,_ I Uj equals the L,-norm of a lattice vector. 
Definition. A lattice L is univariate if U(L) = L. 
Definition. Consider the following transformation of a lattice L: For each pair of 
points p1 and p2, add to the lattice every point on a shortest path between p1 and p2. 
C(L), the convex closure of L, is the fixed point of the above transformation. 
Definition. A lattice L is conuex if C(L) = L. 
Definition. A lattice L is weakly convex if for each pair of points p, and p2 in L, there 
exists a shortest path P between p1 and p2 such that every point on P is in L. 
Definition. A constraint r is a triple consisting of a d-bit vector, a relational operator 
0 drawn from the set { 6, =, a}, and an integer s. 
For example, if 1 = green, 2 = red, and 3 = blue, the constraint [(l,O, l), G, 51 
means the total number of green and blue elements is at most 5. 
Definition. A vector (uIru2, . . . . ud) satisfies a constraint r = [(rl, r2, . . . ,rd), 0, s] if 
Let R be a set of constraints. Because subsets are of fixed size, R always implicitly 
includes the constraint [( 1, 1, . . . , l), =,n], where n is the rank of R. A vector that 
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satisfies all the constraints is calledfeasible. LR represents the lattice consisting of all 
feasible vectors. R derives the concepts of univariance, convexity, and weak convexity 
from LR. 
Definition. A constraint r is uniuariate if its bit vector contains exactly one “1”. 
Definition. A univariate constraint set R is in normal form if every constraint in R is 
univariate. 
Subsets of E derive the concepts of distance, path, feasibility, etc. from their colors 
vectors. WR represents the set of all feasible subsets with respect o a constraint set R. 
The subscript is dropped when it is evident from the context. B - e +f denotes 
B - {e) u (0. 
Definition. A constraint set R is matroidal if every pair of subsets Bi, Bz in 3 
satisfies the symmetric swap axiom of matroids [4,9]: Ve E B1 3f~ B2 such that 
B, -e++f~Band BZ-f+e~W. 
In this case, 9J constitutes the base set of a matroid. 
Definition. A constraint set R is strongly matroidal if every pair of subsets 
B1, B2 in g satisfies the following color-sensitive condition: Ve E B, with 
I& n &lor~e,l > I& n Ecoro~~e,I~ 3f~ BZ with I& n Llor~~,l > lb n -Lw~,I such 
that B, -e++f~Band B,-f+e~g. 
3. A constraint hierarchy 
In this section we show how different kinds of constraints form a hierarchy, with 
matroidal constraints in the middle of the hierarchy. The following additional defini- 
tions are required for Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Definition. For a d-colored vector (ui , u2, . . . , u,,) and 1 < p < q < d, merge,,(u) is 
a (d - 1)-colored vector (x1, x2, . . . , xd- 1) with: 
Xi = Ui, i=l )..., p - 1,p + l,.“, q - 1, 
xp = u, + uq, 
Xi=Ui+l, i=q,...,d-- 1. 
For example, mergeta(l, 6,3,8,4) = (1,14,3,4). 
Definition. For a d-colored lattice L, merge,,(L) = {merge,(u) I u E L} is a (d - l)- 
colored lattice. 
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Definition. For a point u E U(L), cluster,(u) = {u E U(L) I mqp,(u) = mw,&)}. 
Definition. Let L’ = merge,,(l). For a point x E U(L), cluster,,(x) = {V E U(L) ( 
x = merge,,(u)}. 
Subscripts might be omitted when they can be determined from the context. 
Lemma 1. Let L be a lattice derived from a set of colors vectors with 3 or more colors, 
and u = (u1,u2, . . . . ud) be a point in U(L). Then u contains a pair of colors p and q such 
that merge,,(u) E U(merge,,(L)). 
Proof. The lemma requires that up + uq lie between the upper and lower bounds for 
the total number of p and 4 colored elements defined by the points in L. Let these 
bounds be denoted by maxpq and min,,, respectively. Suppose, by way of contradic- 
tion, that u does not contain such a pair of colors. Then, for every pair of colors p and 
q, either up + uq > maxpq or up + uq < min,,, that is, either the pair (p, q) has a surplus 
for u or it has a deficit for u. 
Consider an arbitrary triple of colors (a, b, c). We now prove that either all 3 pairs 
(a, b), (b, c) and (a, c) have a surplus for u, or else all 3 pairs have a deficit for u. Suppose 
this were not true; suppose instead that (a, b) and (b, c) each have a surplus for u and 
(a, c) has a deficit for u. Consider a point u = (ur , u2, . . . , ua) in L with the maximum 
number of b-colored elements. Then u, + ub > max&, ub + u, > maxbe, 
u, + ub < maxab? ub + u, d maxbc, and ub < ub. Combining these inequalities, 0, < u, 
and u, < u,. Therefore u, + u, < u, + u, < min,,, i.e., (a,~) has a deficit for u. Since 
u E L, this is a contradiction. The argument is similar in all other cases, including the 
cases where some two pairs of colors have a deficit for u. 
By examining the overlapping sequence of triples (1,2,3),(2,3,4), . . ., (d - 2, 
d - 1, d), we conclude that either every pair of colors has a surplus for u, or else euery 
pair has a deficit for u. In either case, by summing successive non-overlapping pairs of 
components, it follows that there is an overall surplus or an ouerall deficit for the entire 
vector u. a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 1 is used to trigger the color induction step in the proof of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2. For a lattice L derived from a set of colors uectors, C(L) = U(L). 
Proof. C(L) E U(L): Consider a pair of points u = (ui, u2,. .., ua) and w = 
(Wi,W2, a**, w,,) in L. For any point u = (ui, v2, . . . , ud) that lies on a shortest path 
between u and w, Uj is between uj and Wj for each j. Therefore u is in U(L). The result 
follows by induction on the number of convex closure steps. 
U(L) E C(L): The proof is by double induction; the outer induction is on d and the 
inner induction is on 1 LI. For the color basis, d = 2 and C(L) = U(L) for any size 
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lattice. Now consider the color induction step, for d > 2. For the size basis, JLI = 1 
and C(L) = U(L) = L. For the size induction step, 1 LI > 1. The color induction 
hypothesis guarantees that U(L’) c C(L) for any lattice L’ of arbitrary size and fewer 
than d colors. The size induction hypothesis guarantees that U(c) E C(L’) for any 
lattice L’ with d colors and size less than ) LI. 
Consider a point t E U(L); we need to show that t E C(L). If there is a point u E L 
such that t E U(L - {u}), then t E C(L - {u}) by the size induction hypothesis, and 
C(L - {u}) c C(L), so t E C(L). 
Otherwise, select colors p and q such that merge,,(t) E U(merge,,(L)). By Lemma 1, 
p and q exist. Let L’ = merge,,(L). By the color induction hypothesis, U(L’) E C(L). 
Let k be the number of convex closure steps required to compute C(L’). We now 
show by induction on k that for any point x added to C(Z) during the kth convex 
closure step, cluster(x) c C(L). Since U(L’) c C(L), this means that Vx E U(L), 
cluster(x) E C(L). Since we have chosen p and q so that merge(t) E U(L), this implies 
t E C(L). 
For the basis, k = 0 and we show that for any point y E L’, cluster(y) E C(L). 
Consider a point u = (vi, v2, . . . . ud) E cluster(y). Let u = (ui ,u2, . . . . ud) E L be a point 
in the same cluster. If u = u then u E L E C(L). Otherwise, suppose without loss of 
generality that up < up, uq > uq, and uj = uj, j # p,q. Since u E U(L), L must contain 
a point with at least up p-colored elements and a point with at most vq q-colored 
elements. Thus there must be a point w = (wi, w2, . . . . w,,) E U(L - {u>) with wP > up 
and wq < uq. Since the distance between u and w equals the sum of the distance 
between u and u and the distance between v and w, u lies on a shortest path between 
u and w. Since u E L, and w E C(L) by the size induction hypothesis, u E C(L). 
For the induction step on k, consider a point y = (yr , y,, . . . , yd_ 1) that was added 
to C(L’) during the kth closure step. We show that cluster(y) c C(L). Choose two 
points x = (x1 ,x2, . ..) xd- 1) and z = (z1,z2, . . . . zd_ i) that were added to C(L’) during 
earlier closure steps such that y lies on a shortest path between x and z. Without loss 
of generality, let xP < y, < zP. Consider any point u = (vi, u2, . . . , ud) E cluster(y). clus- 
ter(x) contains a point u = (ui, u2, . . ., ud) such that up < up and u,, < uq. cluster(z) 
contains a point w = (wi,w,,..., wd) such that wP 3 up and wq > u,,. By this construc- 
tion, v lies on a shortest path between u and w. By the induction hypothesis for k, u and 
w are in C(L). Therefore u E C(L), completing the induction on k and the proof. 0 
Lemma 3. Let R be a set of constraints. If R is univariate, then R is convex, and vice 
versa. 
Proof. If R is univariate. then U(L,) = Ln. By Lemma 2, U(L,) = C(L,). Therefore 
C(L,) = LR, i.e., L, is convex. The proof of the converse is similar. 0 
Lemma 4. Let R be a set of constraints. If R is convex, then R is strongly 
matroidal. 
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Proof. Consider any pair of sets B1 and B2 in $9. If Bi = B2, or B1 and B2 are 
neighbors, the strong matroidal condition is trivially satisfied. Suppose they are at 
a distance of two or more apart. Let green be a color that B1 has more elements of 
than B2. Since all feasible sets have equal size, there is another color, say red, that B2 
has more elements of than B1. Let B3 = B1 - e +fand B, = B2 -f+ e. B3 and B4 
lie on a shortest path between B1 and B2. By the convex property, they are both in 99, 
thus establishing the strong matroidal property. Cl 
The next two lemmas establish that matroidal constraints are the same as strongly 
matroidal constraints. 
Lemma 5. Let R be a set of constraints. If R is strongly matroidal, then R is matroidal. 
Proof. Consider any pair of sets Br and B2 in 93 and an element e in B1 - B2. If the 
number of elements of color(e) in B1 exceeds the number in B,, then by the strong 
matroidal property, a suitable f exists in B *. Otherwise, there is some element f in 
B, - B, of the same color as e that can be symmetrically swapped with e without 
affecting the colors vectors of B1 and B2. 0 
Lemma 6. Let R be a set of constraints. If R is matroidal, then R is strongly matroidal. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If the lemma is false, then there is a constraint 
set R which is matroidal but not strongly matroidal. Choose a pair of bases B1, B2 in 
23 such that 1 B1 - B2j is minimum and there is an element e in B1 - B2 that does not 
satisfy the color-sensitive symmetric swap condition of strong matroidality. 
Since R is matroidal, there is an element f in B2 - B, such that B1 - e +f and 
B, -f + e are bases. Since R is not strongly matroidal, B1 must have at least as many 
elements of color(f) as BZ. Thus there must be an element f’ in B1 - B2 such that 
color(f’) = color(f). Let B3 = B1 -f’ +$ B3 is a base with the same colors vector as 
B1. Since ( B3 - B2( < 1 B1 - B2( and the pair B3, B2 does not satisfy the color- 
sensitive symmetric swap condition, the minimality assumption for B1 , B2 is contra- 
dicted by B,, B2. 0 
Lemma 7. Let R be a set of constraints. If R is strongly matroidal, then R is weakly 
convex. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If the lemma is false, then there must be a pair of 
sets in 93 that we call witnesses. These witnesses will testify to the fact that the weakly 
convex condition is not satisfied even though the strong matroidal property is 
satisfied. Choose the closest such pair of witnesses B, and B2. Since we have assumed 
that the weakly convex property is not satisfied, B1 # BZ, and B1, B2 are not 
neighbors: they must be at a distance of two or more apart. By the strong matroidal 
property, there are two other sets B3 = B1 - e + f and B4 = B2 -f + e that are in 9% 
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where Bi has more elements of color(e) than B2, and B2 has more elements of color(f) 
than B,. Thus the distance between B3 and B4 is less than the distance between B1 and 
B2. Since B1 and B2 are the closest witnesses, the weakly convex condition must be 
satisfied for B3 and B4, i.e., there must be a shortest path between B, and B4 consisting 
entirely of sets in 9’. However, this implies a path from B, to B3 to B4 to B2 which is 
a shortest path again consisting entirely of sets in W. Thus the weakly convex 
condition is indeed satisfied, and B1 and B2 are not really witnesses as claimed. This 
provides the desired contradiction. 0 
Let 5e be the set of all constraint sets. Let W, be the set of all univariate constraints, 
9, be the set of all convex constraint sets, and let W,,, W,, and 9, be similarly 
defined. Lemmas 3-7 establish that 8 E 9, E W, c R,, = W, c W,, c W. We now 
prove that the inclusions are strict. 
Theorem 1. 0 c W, = 99, c W,, = W, c W,, c B. 
Proof. Consider a set E with colors(E) = (1, 1, 1,l). Subsets are identified by their 
colors vectors. Fig. 1 shows all subsets of E of rank 2 and their neighbor relationships. 
We describe a sequence of constraint sets of rank 2. 
The first constraint set consists of the single constraint [(O,O, 0, l), 2, 11. Its 
lattice, which is univariate, contains the points (0, 0, 1, l), (0, 1, 0, 1) and (l,O, 0,l). 
The next constraint set RI consists of the constraints [(l, O,O, l), 2, l] and 
[(0, 1, LO), 2, 11. 99 consists of the subsets (O,O, 1, l), (0, LO, l), (LO, LO) and (1, LO, 0). 
RI is strongly matroidal by inspection, but not convex because the subset 
(0, 1, LO) $99 lies on a shortest path between (0, LO, 1) and (LO, LO). 
E = (l,l,l,i) 
(W ,w 
(191,W) (1 SLO, 1) 
Fig. 1 
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The next constraint set R2 consists of RI with the added constraint [(O,O, 1, l), 2, 11. 
99 consists of the subsets (O,O, 1, l), (0, l,O, 1) and (l,O, LO). Since there is a shortest 
path lying entirely in 93 between any two of these sets, R, is weakly convex. However, 
if Bi = (0, l,O, 1) and B, = (l,O, l,O), the absence of (l,l,O,O) shows that R2 is not 
matroidal. 
The final constraint set R3 consists of R2 with the constraint [(l, l,O,O), 2, l] added. 
Here W consists of the subsets (0, LO, 1) and (LO, LO) only. Since no path between 
these sets includes any sets from 93, R3 is not weakly convex. 0 
The hierarchy collapses when there are three or fewer colors, in which case all 
constraint sets are univariate. 
4. Minimum bases and their neighbors 
In the following sections we consider problems that involve two matroids, both 
defined over the same set of elements. The first matroid is defined by a constraint set 
R. The independence criterion for the second matroid is generally quite different from 
the first, but its rank is always equal to n, the rank of R. For example, if E is the edge 
set of a connected graph of order n + 1, independence in the second matroid corres- 
ponds to acyclicity, and the bases are the spanning trees of the graph. 
The elements of E are also assigned real-valued costs. The cost function c( .) is 
extended to subsets, and is defined in such a way as to ensure that no two subsets have 
identical costs, and that the cost d.i&rence between every pair of subsets is also unique. 
The precise details of how this is done are described in [2]. 
We consider the following combinatorial optimization problem: Given a set of 
matroidal constraints R and a weighted set E, find a base in a second matroid that 
satisfies R, and is of minimum cost over all such bases. Since R is matroidal, this 
problem is in fact a matroid intersection problem, i.e., the problem of finding the subset 
of E that is simultaneously a base in two matroids, and is of minimum cost over all 
such bases. 
As described in [2], we augment E as necessary with elements of cost co so that 
a monochromatic base of each color 1, . . . , d exists. We refer to a base B in the second 
matroid as a minimum base if B is of minimum cost over all bases with the same colors 
vector. In this section we explore the cost relationships between a minimum base, its 
neighbors, and next-neighbors. 
Theorem 2. Let B1, B2 and B3 be minimum bases such that B2 is Bl’s (p, q) neighbor and 
B3 is B,‘s (p, q) neighbor,for some colors p and q. Then c(BZ) - c(B,) < c(Ba) - c(B2). 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 5 and Theorem 1 of [2]. q 
We now establish a more general result. 
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Theorem 3. Let B1 and B2 be minimum bases at a distance of two apart. Then there is 
a minimum base B at distance one from both B, and B2 (we call B an intervening base) 
such that c(B) - c(B,) < c(B2) - c(B). 
Proof. We identify three cases. The classification into cases is based on the number of 
distinct colors for which the colors vectors for B1 and B2 differ: in case j, the vectors 
differ for exactly j + 1 colors. The first case follows from Theorem 2. The second and 
third cases are proved by a bootstrapping process: case 2 is proved using case 1 and 
case 3 is proved using case 2. 
Case 2: Without loss of generality, let B2 contain 2 fewer green elements and one 
more element each of colors red and blue than B1. For colors p, q, let B(,,,, represent 
Bl’s (p,q) neighbor. In this section, the letters g, r and b are used to represent colors 
green, red and blue, respectively. The proof is by contradiction: suppose the claim is 
false. Then the following relations hold: 
c(B,,,,,) - c(B,) ’ @2) - cV+g,rJ, (1) 
cV+,,,,) - @I) ’ c(B2) - cV+g,d. (2) 
Now consider base Bcb,,). B(,,,, is Bcb,,) ‘s (g, b) neighbor, and B2 is BcB,,)‘s (g, b) 
neighbor. Therefore by Theorem 2, c(B,,,,,) - c(Bcb,,,) < c(B2) - c(B(,,,,). Combining 
this with (l), we conclude that Bcb,rj has greater cost than B,. 
In exactly the same manner, we can use (2) to infer that Bcr,6J has greater cost than 
B, . Now B, is Bcb,rl ‘s (r, b) neighbor, and B,,, bj is Bl’s (r, b) neighbor. A “red-blue row” 
is a sequence of minimum bases such that each base in the sequence xcept he first is 
a (r, b) neighbor of its predecessor. Theorem 2 implies that the cost of such a sequence 
of minimum bases is a convex function of position within the sequence. If follows that 
B1 is the minimum base in its red-blue row. By assigning the color red to all elements 
of colors red and blue in the d-color matroid, we obtain a (d - 1)-color matroid in 
which B1 will be the minimum cost base with ired + iblue red elements and the same 
number of elements of every other color. 
A similar argument applies to B2 as well. In the (d - 1)-color matroid, therefore, B, 
and B2 will still be at distance 2 apart, except that they will now be related in a case 1 
configuration. Therefore an intervening base B exists, with c(B) - c(B,) < c(B,) - c(B). 
However, B must be either Bcg,bl or B(,,,,, contradicting either (1) or (2). 
Case 3: Let B, have one green and one blue element greater than, and one red 
element and one purple element fewer than, B2. As before, colors are represented by 
their first letters. Suppose the claim is false. Then the following relations hold: 
c(Bc,,,,) - c(B,) > 02) - cU-&,J, 
4%,,,) - c(B,) ’ 4B2) - c(Bt,,,J, 
c(Bo,,,) - @I) ’ W2) - ‘%,p)), 
c(Bo,,,) - c(B,) ’ c(B,) - c(Bcb,,& 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Now consider base B,,, bj. B,,, bj and B2 are in a case 2 relationship. Thus there must 
be some intervening base B such that c(B) - c(&,,~)) < c(Bz) - c(B). Moreover, 
B must be either B(,,,, or B(,,,,. Using Eq. (1) in the first case and (2) in the second, we 
conclude that SC,,,, is of greater cost than Bi . Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we can similarly 
infer that B(,,,, is of greater cost than Bi. By a similar argument, it follows that B2 is 
also of lower cost than its (g, b) and (b, g) neighbors, 
By assigning the color green to all elements of color green and blue, we obtain 
a (d - 1)-color matroid in which Bi and B2 are minimum bases at a distance 2 apart in 
a case 2 configuration. Thus there must be some intervening base B with 
c(B) - c(B,) < c(B,) - c(B). However, B must be either B(,,,,, BcS,pj, Bcb+pj or BCb,,) in 
the original matroid, contradicting either (l), (2) (3) or (4). 0 
5. Minimum bases with univariate constraints 
We now apply the previous results to the case where the- constraint set R is 
univariate. We first show that between any minimum base satisfying R and the 
minimum cost minimum base satisfying R, there must be a path of minimum length 
and monotonically decreasing cost that contains only minimum bases satisfying R. 
Lemma 8. Let Bmin be the minimum base satisfying a set of univariate constraints R. Let 
B be any minimum base satisfying R that is at distance s > 0 from Bmin. There is 
a neighbor B’ of B satisfying R that is at distance s - 1 from Bmin and is of smaller cost 
than that of B. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose the lemma is false. Let B be a closest 
such base to Bmin for which the lemma is false, and let s be this shortest distance. 
Clearly s > 1, since Bmin is of lower cost than any of its neighbors that satisfy R. 
Choose the base B” that is a neighbor of B, is at distance s - 1 from Bmin, and is of 
minimum cost among all such bases. Since both B and Bmin satisfy R and R is convex 
by Theorem 1, every base on a shortest path between them will satisfy R. In particular, 
B” will satisfy R. Since B” is at distance s - 1 from Bminr and B” satisfies R, by 
assumption there is a neighbor B”’ of B” at distance s - 2 from Bmin that is of cost less 
than that of B”. By Theorem 3, there is a base B’ at distance 1 from both B and B”’ 
such that c(B’) - c(B) < c(B”‘) - c(B’). Since B” was chosen to be of minimum cost, 
c(B’) > c(B”). Thus c(B’) > c(B”‘). Thus 0 < c(B’) - c(B) < c(B”‘) - c(B’) < 0, 
a contradiction. The lemma then follows. Cl 
We next show that if the unconstrained solution is not in the feasible region, i.e., it 
does not satisfy all the constraints, then the constrained solution is always at 
a boundary of the feasible region. 
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Theorem 4. Let R be a set of univariate constraints and Y be a constraint in R. Let Bl be 
the minimum base subject to R and B2 be the minimum base subject to R - r. If B, # B2, 
then B, satisfies constraint r exactly. 
Proof. Suppose B1 # B2. Then B2 satisfies every constraint in R except r. Suppose B1 
does not satisfy r exactly. Let s be the distance between B1 and BZ, and let j be the only 
color involved in constraint r, since it is univariate. Applying Lemma 8 to B1 and B2 
with R - r playing the role of R, it follows that there is a minimum base B of lower 
cost than B1 at distance s - 1 from B2, that is a neighbor of B1 and that satisfies all 
constraints in R - r. Since B is a neighbor of B1, B can have at most one more or one 
fewer element of color j than B1. Since B1 satisfies r but not exactly, B must satisfy 
constraint r, and therefore all constraints in R. Since B is of lower cost than B1, we 
contradict the definition of B1. Thus B, satisfies r exactly. 0 
By the contrapositive of Theorem 4, if there is a constraint r in R that is not satisfied 
exactly by the solution base B1 for R, then r is redundant and can be dropped from R, 
since B1 = B2. Thus with regard to some constraint r, only two possibilities exist: 
either B1 satisfies r exactly, or else r is redundant. This result will be applied in the next 
section to derive an algorithm for the version of our problem involving generalized 
constraints from the version in [2] where all the constraints are equality constraints. 
6. Optimization with univariate constraints 
Consider the following matroid optimization problem. The input specifies a mat- 
roid of rank n in which each element has a real-valued cost and one of d colors, for 
d > 1. The input also specifies a set of univariate color constraints in normal form. It is 
required to find a minimum cost base in the matroid subject to the color constraints. 
An example of such an optimization problem involving graphic matroids was de- 
scribed in the introduction. The introduction also cited several earlier papers that 
have addressed certain special cases of this problem. In particular, [2] handles the 
case where the color constraints are all equalities. We now show how to extend the 
algorithm of [2] using Theorem 4 to the case of general univariate constraints. 
Let A be the algorithm of [2]. Let R be the set of univariate constraints and let B be 
the desired solution to the optimization problem involving R. By Theorem 4, every 
constraint in R that B does not satisfy exactly is redundant. It follows that every 
non-redundant constraint in R is satisfied exactly. Let RI E R be the set of constraints 
in R that are satisfied exactly by B. Clearly, applying A to the problem defined by 
equality constraints derived from RI would yield the desired solution B. 
The only problem is that we do not know R, in advance: its definition involves B, 
and prior knowledge of B begs the original question. We address this problem as 
follows. We define a candidate equality constraint derived from R to be a colors vector 
in which some of the colors have been set to their upper bounds in R, some other 
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colors have been set to their lower bounds in R, and the remaining colors are 
unconstrained. An algorithm AI for the univariate constraints problem can be 
obtained by iterating A for each of the candidate equality constraints derived from R, 
and retaining the lowest cost solution found. Since RI must be one of the candidates, 
all of which satisfy R, this method will yield the desired solution. Since the number of 
candidates can be bounded in terms of d, the approach is relatively efficient. 
Theorem 5. The matroid optimization problem for a graphic matroid of size m and rank 
n with general uniuariate constraints can be solved in 0(3d(dm log /I(m, n) + (d!)2n log n)) 
time and O(d3n) space, where /I(. , .) is a very slowly growing function [3]. 
Even though the running time involves factorials and exponentials in terms of d, our 
algorithm is better than the algorithm of [l] whenever d is in o((logn)/(loglog 0)). 
7. Constraint classification 
Suppose we are given a set of color constraints R. How do we know whether R is, 
for example, matroidal? We now describe how a given set of constraints can be 
classified with respect o the constraint hierarchy in polynomial time. 
First compute L = LR. Then for each type of constraint (univariate, strongly 
convex, .. .) check if L satisfies the requirements of the type definition. To check if R is 
univariate, compute LR and then U(L,). For the other types, we need to test 
a particular condition for each pair of points in L. The matroid test is straightforward 
from the definition. The weakly convex test can be posed as a graph problem: To test 
lattice points u and u, derive a graph G from L that includes U, u, and each point on 
every shortest path between u and u; check if u and u are connected by a path lying 
wholly within L. 
Theorem 6. A set of color constraints R involving a fixed number of colors can be 
classijed with respect to the constraint hierarchy in time that is polynomial in the rank 
sfR. 
8. Conclusions 
This paper has established two kinds of results: mathematical and algorithmic. 
Color constraints were shown to form a strict hierarchy depending on the nature of 
the feasibility conditions imposed. The relationship of the cost of a constrained base to 
its neighbors was explored. These mathematical results were then used to extend an 
earlier algorithm for a simpler version of a particular matroid optimization problem 
to obtain an algorithm for a more general version of the problem. Finally, it was 
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shown how a given set of constraints could be classified according to the hierarchy in 
polynomial time. 
Future research should look for examples of constraints that violate Theorem 4. 
One could then attempt o generalize Theorem 4 with respect o various categories in 
the constraint hierarchy. 
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